
Objectives Extra 
Information

Lesson 2 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Understand The 
Importance Of Sources 
When Learning About 
History.

GUIDANCE – Think back about the timeline that you created in the previous history lesson with 
your child. Have the timeline ready as we are going to take a journey even further back in time 
(a photo of it will be fine!). We are going to be visiting the ancient Egyptians in 2800BC. As it is 
nearly 5000 years ago, we will not be expanding our timeline back from AD1900 to 2800BC.  
Instead, when the time comes to travel, you and your child will jump through a time portal to reach 
the ancient Egyptians and create a single page to add to the timeline.

STARTING ACTIVITY – Toys through time. (10 minutes)
Thinking of the toys that you placed on the timeline in the last lesson, try to find the modern equivalent 
that your child may have and play with today and match them to the toys of the past.

 For example:
 Teddy bears – everyone has teddies!
 Electric trains 
 Games Consoles

You will see that most of the toys that we have looked back at are still being used today, although 
they may be modernised and made from different materials.  Have a discussion about how the 
materials have changed in toys and other features (GUIDANCE – If you have some examples of old 
toys or pictures all the better). 

 Example discussion points:
 Many toys were made of metal but are now made of plastic – trains, cars etc. 
 Teddies were harder; today teddies are softer and cuddlier.

Finally, if you have time, discuss: Is there more plastic now than there used to be? Take this opportunity 
to have a cross-curricular discussion about climate change and how plastics are causing pollution 
issues.

MAIN TEACHING – Toys through history. (10 minutes)
Toys have always been an important part of children’s and even adult’s lives and artefacts and 
sources from the past show us that toys were provided for children even 4000 years ago.

Have a discussion with your child about what type of toys they think children from so long ago may 
have played with. Ask your child to make a note of the type of toys and games they think the children 
in ancient Egypt may have played with.

Materials Required:
‘Jacks’ set or small pebbles and 
a small bouncy ball.
Comparable toys if possible.
Paper
Pens and pencils

Key Words: 
BC (Before Christ)
Ancient
Archaeology
Archaeologist
Source
Civilisation

Traffic light expected lesson 
outcomes: 
 I can look at different sources to 

gain knowledge of the past.
 I can discuss what toys ancient 

civilisations may have played with.
 I can compare the materials that 

old toys and modern toys are 
made from.
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So how do we know about what happened so long ago?

GUIDANCE – Introduce your child to the following key vocabulary:
 Archaeology: the study of things that were made, used and then left behind by people.  
 Archaeologists are scientists who study archaeology so that we can understand what people  
 from the past were like and how they lived their lives.
 Sources: these are documents or objects that have been created during the period that  
 archaeologists are studying, including: pictures, clothing, artefacts, diaries,   

speeches, newspapers, written accounts.

Archaeologists through their studies of sources from ancient Egypt have discovered that the ancient 
Egyptians loved playing games – both adults and children! Even Tutankhamun, an ancient Egyptian 
king, played board games!  

Context Question: Do you think our Queen, Elizabeth II, played games when she was young? (94 
years old as of 19.05.2020). What might she have played and with who might she have played?

One of the favourite games 
from ancient Egypt was a game 
called ‘Senet’ which is shown in 
the following source (a painting):  

Children’s popular games and toys included:
 Checkers
 Senet
 Clay rattles
 Jacks – instead of metal structures they used knucklebones!
 Wooden toys – mainly made for the children of wealthy families which included animals   
 with moving body parts such as hippopotamuses with moving jaws!
 Dolls – made from cloth and stuffed with papyrus reeds.

Let’s start thinking about travelling back through time. Our destination is over 4000 years ago, so 
we have a long way to go.
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MAIN TASK – (10 minutes)
Choose an object from your house that you can both hold together to use as a portal to the past – 
a favourite book, sports trophy or teddy! Hold on tight together and spin round (safely)… make sure 
you tell your portal that you want to travel to the ancient Egyptians!

Once arrived in 2800BC, quickly draw a mind map with your child on the board showing all they 
know about the Ancient Egyptians (GUIDANCE – this is just to set the scene no need to spend too 
much time).

Now we are going to go back to a game that Ancient Egyptian 
children loved to play – Jacks!  
You may have played it yourself when you were younger, 
and your children may even own a set now!

If you do not have a set, they are quite easy to make out of everyday objects!  Don’t worry – you do 
not need to use your ‘knucklebones’ like the Ancient Egyptians did!

Just as the Egyptians, and other ancient civilisations, used natural materials around them to make 
toys and games - they had not invented plastic back then - we can use materials around us to make 
games.

You will need a bouncy ball (there is always a bouncy ball in the home somewhere from a party bag!), 
it doesn’t have to be a small rubber one – it could be a tennis ball, ping pong ball, or even a larger 
ball.  Between six to ten small objects (all the same) such as pebbles, dried pasta, shells, dice – 
anything that a child can pick up with one hand.  The rules are quite simple – bounce the ball and 
pick up one object before the ball falls back to earth (IDEA: there is a whole science lesson here 
on gravity!) – the winner collects the most ‘jacks’ before their turn is over.  There are lots of variations 
of the game and you and your child can search the internet for different ideas!

Begin your tournament!  Congratulate your child – they are now playing a game that was played 
nearly 5000 years ago!!
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Mini Plenary: Recap the importance of ‘sources’ when we study the past.  Without these documents, 
artefacts and pictures we would not be able to understand how civilisations of the past lived their lives.  
You could introduce, if your child is older, that it is important to remember that sources can be biased 
depending on the context in which they have been written.  They can have different viewpoints – were 
they written by victors or losers?

PLENARY – (10 minutes)
Using just one sheet of paper to add to the beginning of your timeline, ask your child to record what 
they have learnt this lesson – give it a title of ‘The Ancient Egyptians’.  It should include 2800BC 
and some images of the toys and games the children played.
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